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Walking droplets correlated 
at a distance



 problem due to a WAVE-PARTICLE ASSOCIATION  
= We look at an  object never studied before 

= Never imagined to exist in   Classical Mechanics 

= We formulated the first  PDE system for a  
                                                     hydrodynamic pilot-wave 

= We compare with laboratory experiments: J.Bush@MIT 

>>>>   Problem with  great  potential & need for     
                                         Math contributions

YCouder & EFort



Physical setup 



John Bush (MIT/Math; Wet Lab), @Discovery Channel;       
You Tube >> waterdrop shot in 10000 frames a second

“coalescence cascade”
http://www.openculture.com/2010/12/water_drop_filmed_in_10000_frames_per_second.html

http://www.openculture.com/2010/12/water_drop_filmed_in_10000_frames_per_second.html


video by John Bush:   a bouncing (silicon oil) droplet



mechanism:  Faraday wave instability >>>>> the PILOT-WAVE

 J. Bush/MIT: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmC0ygr08tE

!0

Yves Couder: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9yWv5dqSKk

(Couder & Fort, PRL 2009)

in REAL TIME

stronger shaking >>> BIFURCATES into walking

double slit experiment

g⇤=g(t)= g(1� � sin(!0t))

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmC0ygr08tE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9yWv5dqSKk
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A fluid dynamical  
wave-particle duality 

Wave-particle duality is a quantum behaviour usually assumed to have no    
possible counterpart in classical physics. We revisited this question when we 
found that a droplet bouncing on a vibrated bath could become self-propelled 
by its coupling to the surface waves it excites. A dynamical wave-particle      
association is thus formed. Through several experiments we addressed the same 
general question. How can a localized and discrete droplet have a common   
dynamics with a continuous and spatially extended wave? Surprisingly several 
quantum-like behaviours emerge; a form of uncertainty and a form of         
quantization are observed. I will show that both properties are related to the 
"path memory" contained in the wave field. The relation of this experiment 
with the pilot-wave models proposed by de Broglie and by Bohm for quantum 
mechanics will be discussed. 
 

All are warmly invited to attend the lecture and reception that follows.  
 

 Please email hicks@maths.ox.ac.uk to register your attendance. 

Yves Couder’s lab, Paris 7
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2018 special issue on HQA, to appear.



incompressible fluid modelling:  
* Navier-Stokes eq. with a (linear) free surface: material surf + stress balance 
* Helmholtz decomposition:    curl free + weakly div free,  velocity field 
* asympt. get >>> weakly viscous, perturbed potential theory 
* plus Dirichlet-to-Neumann op. >>> reduce 1-dimension



1D dynamics of 2 droplets  placed  at a distance

2 droplet-dynamics

2 wave makers

cavity cavity cavity

simpler than…

numerics as…

Fourier int. op.

g⇤=g(t)= g(1� � sin(!0t))

shaking

Tc ⌘ TF /4contact time



ONE CAVITY

TWO
DROPLETS



 ONE CAVITY
TWO DROPLETScavity = 1cm          diam=0.07mm
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DYNAMICS

REFLECT one
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Kuramoto model:   Winfree’67;  Kuramoto ’75   (phase transition from incoherence to a coherent state)

limit-cycle coupled oscillators

Coupled oscillators that can spontaneously synchonize

sync and swarm

two nice reviews

nat. 
freq.

phase coupling 
matrix

nonlinear 
coupling

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuramoto_model

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuramoto_model


order parameter

Kuramoto eq. with identical coupling:     Ki j = K

degree of COHERENCE

r=0 :  INCOHERENT time

nonlinear coupling strength

Strogatz, PhysD 2000



1D 
theory TWO nearby particles   i, j

ZPF

Consider resonant

SED: Stochastic Eletrodynamics 

wiki



1D 
theory

Show that the 

wiki



OSCILLATING DROPLETs that can SPONTANEOUSLY SYNC 

2 droplet-dynamics

2 wave makers

cavity cavity cavity

WAVE-MEDIATED COUPLING 
THROUGH 

a PDE w/ FEEDBACK

IMPLICIT COUPLING:   it is a

Tc ⌘ TF /4contact time





 OUR GOAL:

STUDY
TWO DROPLETS
(two oscillators)
set FAR APART

can they SYNC or be 
CORRELATED 
at a distance?



 THREE CAVITIES

TWO
DROPLETS



7 Faraday wavelengths                      
47 droplet diameters



7 Faraday wavelengths                      
47 droplet diameters

reflect cavities 
and have a 

lower dimensional  
phase portait
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NEARLY  SYNC 
* having cycles of variable amplitude 
* small phase difference



 FOUR CAVITIES

TWO
DROPLETS

FAR APART



13  
wavelengths

85 droplet 
diameters

wide  
barrier



Phase space animation
1/4 of the total time            w4C2D_04
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STATISTICALLY   INDISTINGUISHABLE 
STATISTICAL COHERENCE

RIGHT  DROPLET

LEFT DROPLET

the   REFERENCE   ORBIT

HISTOGRAMS  
in PHASE SPACE
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Phase space dynamics is  
described by the  

SYSTEM as a WHOLE 
and NOT by 

each particle 
independently

SINGLE DROPLET DYNAMICS 
RIGHT  DROPLET

cannot be factorized



PHASE SPACE HISTOGRAM
LEFT DROPLET

RIGHT  DROPLET

STATISTICALLY  
INDISTINGUISHABLE 

particles
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RIGHT  DROPLET

RIGHT  DROPLET 
SINGLE DROPLET DYNAMICS

Phase space dynamics is  
described by the  

SYSTEM as a WHOLE 
and NOT by 

each particle 
independently



perturbed to 1.2cm 
“different particle"

LOOSE statistical coherence



perturbed to 1.7cm 
different transmission 

line retained statistical coherence
unperturbed case

different distribution 
more in SYNC !?

still statistically indistinguishable

bimodal



We have shown a dynamical example reminiscent of  
entanglement 

It has features of SED where the underlying ZPF plays 
a fundamental role in conveying information  

between the two uncoupled particles



New Reduced Models for Wave Propagation over Turbulent Surfaces

Thank you for your attention.

IMPA, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

ALFA/SCAT: Paris 2006 André Nachbin, IMPA/Brazil www.impa.br/�nachbin

http://nachbin.impa.br

THANK YOU for YOUR ATTENTION !! 

http://www.impa.br/~nachbin

